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The Angels
of

Birth
Also known as

The Angels
of

Arioth
Beloved,

Beautiful and ecstatic birth sets a foundation
of safety, love, and contentment in cellular memory.

Throughout life, even from conception,
each cell imprints emotions, both positive and negative.
Emotions come into being from thoughts, which come into
being from desires.
As the children of light desire love and rapture,
corresponding thoughts
and desires,
are awakened.

"Keep your eye single, and your body shall be filled
with light."
We help parents focus on their desire for perfect children,
and inspire them with divine thoughts of beauty and
wonder.
Corresponding tangible feelings create amazing changes
in the chemical composition of their blood.
Within one minute of having a thought
over a hundred thousand chemical changes occur in the
body.

We inspire painless and ecstatic births
as Children of Light move into Heaven on Earth,
which is the will of Divine Providence for joy and happiness throughout
creation.

The birth experience colors the infants and Mothers
attitude for the rest of life.

We are the guardian angels of all women on earth who are delivering
babies.
Having always taken into consideration states of development and
maturity,
we have inspired mankind with various methods of midwifery,
starting from the most primitive deliveries up to the most modern
methods of gynecology.
We are the protectors of all gynecologists and midwives.
Eggs and sperms are profoundly influenced by the states of
being, desires, visualizations, thoughts, emotions and sensations of the
mother and father,
and whatever states of emotional consciousness that mother and father
experience at
the point of conception
becomes the first vibrational emotional blueprint within the
impregnated egg, the first cell.
As you know, emotions are magnetic and attract new realities into
manifestation.
This first cell divides over and over, billions and trillions of times.
Every division carries the original emotional imprint of the mothers and
the fathers consciousness
at the time of conception.
At the end of the first trimester, the physical body is mostly complete.
During the second trimester in the womb, a spiritual connection is
made with the higher self,
unity with divine being is established.
During the third trimester the personality is developed.
For this reason, enlightenment and transformation,
clear inner guidance,
mastery of cause and effect,
the ability to see through the eyes of love,
harmony and high inspiration on all
levels of awareness
are necessary
within the parents for their progeny to experience the rapture and peace
of divine conception,
prenatal development and birth.
We, along with others, are the heavenly host that inspire these states.

We also inspire ways to later heal emotional states of both parents and
progeny
in the case of emotional wounding or trauma.
This can be done later in life by the child in meditation,
asking their cells to make them aware of cellular emotional memories
of mother and father at conception,
and reliving and healing these through meditation,
discovering sacred visualization and emotions,

that release all that is imperfect for transformation,
transmuting
through love divine,
these early emotions and states of consciousness.

Remember that the subconscious mind does not distinguish
between real or imagined happenings.
By later imagining an emotionally perfect conception, gestation, and
birth,
a child of light can rewire previous emotional cellular programming in
the subconscious.
In meditation, as previous memories and emotions flow in states of
empathy and acceptance,
staying in a state of gratitude for all the wisdom gained through this
experience,
wounded emotions heal and change,
causing powerful healing insights to emerge from the super and
subconscious minds,
so that a permanent healing occurs that
rewrites the cellular imprints.

In addition to the emotional environment,
everything else about the pre- and peri-natal development of an infant
affects it and the mother and father for better or for worse.
The circumstances of birth itself, over which we preside,
should be beautiful for the infant and Mother
on every level, physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually.
We help them experience emotions of harmony which bring about
success,
enlightenment, and high inspiration.

This fulfills the paradigm of The Highest Good of All ConcernedThe Law
of One.

For I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life everlasting.

Awareness on earth is moving into divine wisdom and harmlessness,
which is the divine virtue of the first letter of our name Arioth.

Imperfections are being brought to light and released back to Divine
Being for transformations
into states that are the highest good of all concerned.

Evolution has reached a point where individual will
is aligning with Divine Will through heightened inner guidance.
Inner guidance, or freedom and independence, is the divine virtue of R.
Instead of listening to outside authorities, each person is learning
that true guidance and wisdom comes from within,
from inner connection with Divine Mind accessed through inner
guidance.
As inner guidance is mastered, true wisdom and enlightenment
express according to the laws of Cause and Effect.
The creating of beautiful causes brings harvests of beautiful effects
on every level of manifestation.
The law of Cause and Effect is the letter I.
By seeing through the eyes of Love Divine,
indwelling Divine blueprints of perfection are recognized and enlivened.
This is umlaut O, eu.
Then harmony and justice bring success and satisfaction for all life.
This is the divine virtue of letter O.
High inspirations concerning all matters are available
so that through The Power of the Word
the Children of Light unite Heaven and Earth.
High inspiration and The Power of the Word are the divine virtues of the
last two letters of our name.
Call on the Angels of Arioth when a child is desired.
We help, and when birth time draws near
we enliven divine virtues that bring about the highest good of all.
There are various orders of angels who preside over and guard each
phase of growth
from before conception through maturing of life on Earth.
Divine Providence has ordained at this time that birth into this world
ever more reflects Heaven on Earth.
Birth is easy, joyful, sacred, illuminating, and peaceful for infant and
Mother,
and all concerned.

A-R-I-O-T-H
AThe divine virtue of WISDOM AND ENLIGHTENMENT governs birth.
The process of birth is one of the greatest initiations
on the path of wisdom and enlightenment for all involved.
As all involved meditate on this virtue, with its light blue
color, the musical note of G, and the feeling of ease and relaxation,
the sensation of ease takes over the entire process and especially the

body of Mother and Child, causing complete relaxation and lack of
stress.
Lack of stress in the fetal development and birthing process
is brought about by attunement to the original purity of all
ideas in divine mind which awakens the ability to recognize anything
on any level that is imperfect
so that it can be released for transformation into a higher state.
Wisdom is the virtue that created the lungs,
and the mastery of this virtue allows the Mother to relax and breathe
in such a way that development and birth is easy.
Remember that this virtue brings through the awareness
of the original purity of all ideas in Divine Mind and affects the spiritual
development
of the Mother and the Child as it grows in the womb.
Umlaut A, aeall imperfections, on every level, in self or other or in
situations, are released back to Divine Being for transformation into
another state
that is the highest good of all concerned.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the anus.
RThe virtue of FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE is the virtue of
following
the still inner voice of divine guidance.
When Mother, Father and midwife, and all concerned,
follow inner guidance, difficulties are removed through
ingeniousness and the will of Divine Providence for joy and heaven on
earth.
As the Mother and others meditate on the glorious golden light of this
divine virtue,
with its feeling of weight and its musical note of C, clear
inner guidance guides everyone to will, and think and flow with
appropriate divine emotions
to do exactly what needs to be done in each moment.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the left side of the nose.
IThe virtue of CAUSE AND EFFECT must be mastered
so that each person involved consciously creates in a whole brain
manner

the glorious unfolding of events.
[Wholebrain: will in a Delta state of pure being and visualization,
thought in a Theta state of deep inner thought,
flowing emotions in an Alpha state of attraction,change, and
psychic sensitivity, and finally sensations in a Beta state of logic,
memory, and the five senses.]
As the Mother and Father and others meditate on this virtue with its
light opal color,
its feeling of weight and its musical note of G, the
law of cause and effect becomes clear and every detail
is created to bring about the highest good of all concerned.
Mastering this virtue also enables the control of breathing.
The control of breath during birth allows the birth to be painless.
The birth experience shapes the psyche of both Mother and Child for
years to come,
and when the birth process is controlled through mastery of the divine
virtues,

great illumination, love and wisdom is gained by all.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the left kidney.
Umlaut O, euC ognition that is brought about by flowing emotions of the
most Divine Cosmic Love to open awareness to the indwelling
perfection
of each person and element involved.
This awareness enlivens this perfection and brings about
transmutation.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the ovaries and testicles.
OThe virtue of DIVINE JUSTICE is the virtue of harmony.

As each person meditates on the beautiful ultramarine blue color, the
musical note of
C, emotions of harmony, and the sensation of weight, great control
over the will, mind, emotions, and sensations are gained.
By meditating on and becoming one with this virtue, complete harmony
in every detail
is achieved through the understanding and love of Divine Laws
so that success and happiness is certain for all.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the throat and windpipe area
of the body.
TThe divine virtue of HIGH INSPIRATION guarantees the perfect state
of
awareness in mother, infant, midwife, husband, or any other person
involved.
As each person meditates on the warmth and brown black color of
this virtue, with its musical note of B, this virtue imparts ingeniousness,
so that any difficulty is overcome.
This is the virtue that creates and sustains the right kidney.
HThe virtue of THE POWER OF THE WORD is of great importance.
It is through this virtue that Mother and midwife, Father and anyone
else creates through whole brain concentration the perfect outcomes
from conception all the way through birth and beyond.
This perfect outcome is not only the short term of the birthing process
itself,
but also the outcome of the life of the child and the family throughout
time.
It is with the power of the word that everyone and especially the child is
BLESSED
and the life path of the child is imprinted with words of
power to align the child with DIVINE VIRTUES and the highest good of
all concerned.

As each person meditates on the beautiful silvery violet light of this
virtue, with its musical note of A and its sensation of warmth,
the understanding comes of how to pronounce each divine virtue
in meditation in visualization and sound, silently or out loud,
as a letter,
corresponding to a divine desire,
thought, flowing emotions, and sensations to create heaven on earth.
This virtue created and sustains the right arm.
MIRACLES

Footnotes

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common
precursor, or root, of three of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.

Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the
zone girdling the earth,
and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or
paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced
from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from
THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.

The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory
book for the others.

Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from
notes written by Franz Bardon.

***********

www.spiritussanctus.com
free angel music, emotional healing videos, and painting lesson are found here.
This site is being worked on. It may be offline at various times. If so, come back and try later.

Look for the PDF of the 8 page Trauma Clearing Form that goes with the two
free hour and a half DVD's on on emotional healing on the
website, www.spiritussanctus.com.
Feel free to share this information.
Please print this form out to use when facilitating a trauma clearing, or to
make available anyone who watches the 2 DVD's and who wishes to facilitate a
trauma clearing.
This information on healing a trauma permanently in one session, with no
recurring flashbacks or nightmares,
has been carefully researched over many years in clinical settings by licensed
psychologists when treating veterans with PTSD.
It was formulated as an amalgam from many successful theraputic models at
the PTSD clinic at the VA Medical Center in Tuskeegee Alabama in the '90's by
Dr. Paul Michael Schlosser, PhD.

The two free one hour and approx. 20 minute DVDs, done in 3D, that explain how to
use the trauma healing form are important.
You may download or view these, including the emotional trauma healing form,
at www.spiritussanctus.com .
[There are also other free emotional healing handouts here you can download and
print to help you understand emotional trauma healing.]
The trauma healing form is to be used to facilitate healing a current or past emotional
trauma permanently in one session.
It contains 23 steps that a traumatized person is led through by a facilitator in
approximately one to three hours to permanently heal a traumatic incident with no
recurring flashbacks or nightmares.
The trauma clearing form itself and the dvd's explain each step of this form. Please
feel free to download, copy and share this information.
Thank you so much. One one is helped, all are helped.

How to download free deep meditation angel music
www.spiritussanctus.com, click on the button at the top menu called SHARE MY WORK.
A window will drop down.

Click on Downloads.
A page will open where there are LOTS of downloads to choose from.

Thanks for sharing this music.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

To unsubscribe from the angel messages,
please go to yahoo.com, click on groups, type in spiritusangelmessages in search engine, and click.
You can then manage your subscription, choosing unsubscribe, or no emails but still having access
on the web.
You can later choose to go back to receiving emails at any time.
If you are in another group, go to that group and do the same.
If you are receiving these from private lists, click on reply and say you no longer wish to receive
the angel messages.
If you are receiving them from a friend, let that friend know that you no longer wish to receive the
angel messages.
This prevents them being seen as spam.
Love brings miracles of happiness.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove/

Judge not that ye be not judged. Love conquers all.

